EASYGEN

P O R TA B L E D ATA C O L L E C T I O N

EasyGen

Easy Application Generator Package
FEATURES
l

Economic and versatile solution

l

Does not require high
programming skills

l

User-friendly, icon-based
graphic interface

l

Standard Windows graphic
interface

l

PC simulation of the developed
application

l

Free downloading of the Demo
Version from www.datalogic.com

APPLICATIONS
l

Unique and rapid creation of
personalized applications,
simple or more sophisticated,
for Formula batch terminals:
F660, F725, F732 and F734

l

Five ready-to-use example
applications in five languages

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
EasyGen is a complete development package which is easy to use and highly
productive. Thanks to the user-friendly, icon-based graphic interface, users can
quickly create their own personalized applications in Windows 95, 98, 2000, ME
or NT environments.
By simply selecting the functions one after the other from the Tool Bar and completing some dialog boxes without having to handle complicated programming
languages, in only a few minutes the developer can easily build applications of
average complexity that meet the most common requirements of bar code data
collection. Thanks to its incorporated terminal simulator, EasyGen checks the
new program directly on the PC. This allows an immediate test of correct functioning and any necessary changes before uploading the application to Formula
batch terminals.
The EasyGen package includes Systools 2001, the efficient software utility for
transferring data to standard ASCII files, and OLE for Formula, the software module
ActiveX - OLE Custom Control or OCX - that allows users to easily integrate their
data into applications such as Visual Basic, Excel, Access, Delphi, etc.
EasyGen is the ideal solution for making Formula batch terminals productive
instantly. In a familiar environment, developers have all the instruments at their
disposal for reducing programming times (and therefore costs) while maintaining
a high standard of quality in the creation of personalized applications whatever
their nature, whether simple (e.g. a program for inserting codes/quantities) or
more sophisticated.
The Demo Version of EasyGen can be downloaded free of charge from the
Datalogic website, together with 5 ready-to-use example applications in 5 different
languages.

EasyGens Tool Bar has a series of buttons, each associated to one of the 14 functions that take a step-by-step
approach to help create personalized applications.
All functions are immediately identifiable thanks to the icon
displayed on the related button so that the point-and-click
program construction allows a quick, cost saving development cycle.
By reproducing the operations that would be carried out by
the Formula terminal in free run or step by step mode,
the incorporated simulator allows checks of proper functioning on the PC in real time.
Thus, any necessary changes and debugs can be made
instantly. Then the application can be uploaded to the
Formula terminal, where it will be completely and immediately efficient.
EasyGen provides a unique easy application generator for
the Formula batch terminals: F660, F725, F 732 and F734.

SYSTOOLS 2001
SysTools 2001 is a program for Windows 95/98/2000/ME
and NT, capable of managing the communication system to
and from Formula terminals.
Thanks to a very simple graphic interface, Systools 2001
enables the following operations to be performed easily:
- Load EasyGen interpreters onto Formula terminals;
- Load EasyGen application programs onto Formula
terminals;
- Send data to Formula terminals (e.g. picking list);
- Receive data from Formula terminals (e.g. collected data)
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